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INVESTMENT OBJECTIVE

USD B-5   Strategy: Market Neutral Commodities Total Return

FUND DESCRIPTION

1. The performance figures contained here in are net of fees. The returns shown are based on the USD B-5 Class's monthly returns as a whole and not the returns experienced by any particular investor (which are affected by a number of factors, including the timIng of

subscriptions and redemptions and the fee management applicable to a particular investor). 
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Share Class USD B-5 Index MLCXAF5T Index 

The MLCXAF5 Index is a rule-driven Long - Short commodity Index published on Bloomberg. The 

commodities and respective weights included in the long portfolio (MLCXA01 Index) are the same as the 

ones in the short portfolio (DJUBS Index). The MLCXA01 Index has been designed to optimise the rolling 

returns versus other commodity indices of the same type. Instead of rolling futures contracts in a 

conventional front to second or third month roll schedule over a five-day window, the MLCXA01 rolls with an 

enhanced mechanism that considers roll window and curve placement in order to produce alpha. 

The MLCX Alpha F5 Total Return Index ("MLCXAF5 Index") was designed by BofA ML Commodity 

Research as a broad-based, UCITS IV compliant commodity index providing a market neutral exposure to 

commodity markets. The MLCX Alpha F5 Total Return Index is a Long - Short index replicating the 

outperformance of the MLCXA01 Index over the DJUBS Index on a five times leveraged basis. The 

MLCXAF5 Index is designed to meet the requirements set by the UCITS Directives. Under UCITS IV rules, 

investing in a commodity futures index is permitted as long as each sector component of the index does not 

exceed 20%, although one sector may represent up to 35% of the broad index. 

The MLCXAF5 Index is five times leveraged meaning that its level increases by five times the 

outperformance of the MLCXA01 Index compared to the DJUBS Index and increases by five times the 

underperformance of the MLCXA01 Index compared to the DJUBS Index. Certain share classes have 

reduced participation in the MLCXAF5 Index meaning that these share classes are less than five times 

exposed on a net basis to the MLCXA01 vs DJ UBS strategy. The Fund offers investment opportunities 

through three different share classes (Alpha 1, Alpha 3, Alpha 5), each tracking a Reference Index linked to 

the performance of MLCXAF5 strategy as follows: 

Each of the Reference Indices is calculated on a "total return after costs" basis using : 1) the daily 

performance of the MLCXAF5 Long - Short strategy on an "excess return before cost" basis, 2) multiplied by 

the relevant Participation Level, 3) decreased of the relevant daily roll costs, 4) compounded by the daily 

interest rate. 
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 Performance Attribution 

“ Bank of America Merrill Lynch” is the marketing name for global banking and global markets businesses of Bank of America Cor poration. 

Lending, derivatives, and other commercial banking activities are performed globally by banking affiliates of Bank of America Corporation, 

including Bank of America, N.A., member FDIC. Securities, strategic advisory, and other investment banking activities are per formed 

globally by investment banking affiliates of Bank of America Corporation (“ Investment Banking Affiliates” ), including, in the Unites States, 

Bank of America securities LLC and Merrill Lynch, pierce, Fenner & Smith incorporated, which are both registered broker -dealers and 

members of FINRA and SIPC, and in other jurisdictions, locally registered entities. 

Investment products offered by Investment Banking Affiliates: Are Not FDIC Insured * May Lose Value * Are Not Bank 

Guaranteed. 

 

Where this communication constitutes a financial promotio n/marketing communication it is issued and approved for distribution in the UK 

by Merrill Lynch International only to, and directed at, (a) persons who have professional experience in matters relating to investments 

falling within Article 19(1) of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (Financial Promotion) Order 2005 (the "Order") or (b) high net 

worth entities, and other persons to whom it may otherwise lawfully be communicated, falling within Article 49(1) of the Orde r (all such 

persons together being referred to as "relevant persons"). This communication must not be acted on or relied on by persons who are not 

relevant persons. Any investment or investment activity to which this communication relates is only available to relevant per sons and will 

be engaged in only with relevant persons. The UK compensation scheme and rules for the protection of retail clients do not apply  to the 

services provided or products sold by non-UK regulated affiliates. 

 

The information herein was obtained from various sources. We do not guarantee its accuracy. This information is for your private 

information and is for discussion purposes only. A variety of market factors and assumptions may affect this analysis, and th is analysis 

does not reflect all possible loss scenarios. Some products may place your capital at risk; yield figures quoted may not display all the short 

and long term prospects for the investment. There is no certainty that the parameters and assumptions used in this analysis c an be 

duplicated with actual trades. Any historical exchange rates, interest rates or other reference rates or prices which appear above are not 

necessarily indicative of future exchange rates, interest rates, or other reference rates or prices. Neither the information,  recommendations 

or opinions expressed herein constitutes an offer to buy or sell any securities, futures, options, or investment products. For eign currency 

denominated investments is subject to fluctuations in exchange rates that could have a positive or adverse effect on the investor's return. 

Unless otherwise stated, any pricing information in this message is indicative only, is subject to change and is not an offer to deal. Some 

investments or services may have complex charging structures and the firm may receive more than one element of remuneration. Where 

relevant, the price quoted is exclusive of tax and delivery costs. Any reference to the terms of executed transactions should be treated as 

preliminary and subject to our written confirmation. 

 

This information is not a publication of BofA Merrill Lynch Global Research, although a BofA Merrill Lynch Global Research report may be 

referenced as a link or as an attachment hereto. Any summary of BofA Merrill Lynch Global Research is qualified in its entire ty by the views 

of BofA Merrill Lynch Global Research and the specific disclaimers associated with that report. This information is for discussion purposes 

and neither the information nor any opinions expressed constitutes a solicitation by us for the purchase or sale of an y securities or other 

financial instruments. BOFAML and any affiliate may trade for its own accounts in any of the securities of issuers mentioned herein or in 

related investments, or other products, and may also from time to time perform or solicit investment banking or other services for, or from, 

any entity mentioned herein. Prior to undertaking any trade, you should discuss with your professional tax, accounting or oth er adviser how 

such particular trade(s) affect you. All analysis (whether in respect o f tax, accounting, law or of any other nature), should be treated as 

illustrative only and not relied upon as accurate. 

 

Bank of America and its affiliates do not operate as a banking entity in all jurisdictions. Some products and services may no t be available in 

all jurisdictions or to all clients. Where products are not regulated by the FCA, this will be made clear. Bank of America re serves the right to 

monitor electronic communications (subject to and in accordance with local laws). 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS 

Distribution Restrictions 

The Fund(s) may only be offered and distributed to investors in accordance with all relevant local laws and regulations. The distribution of 

brochures and the offering or purchase of Shares may be restricted in certain jurisdictio ns. The brochure does not constitute an offer of or 

invitation or solicitation to subscribe for or acquire any Shares in any jurisdiction. Persons receiving a copy of the brochu re in any 

jurisdiction may not treat the brochure as constituting an offer, invitation or solicitation to them to subscribe for Shares notwithstanding that, 

in the relevant jurisdiction, such an offer, invitation or solicitation could lawfully be made to them without compliance wit h any registration or 

other legal requirement. It is the responsibility of any persons in possession of the brochure and any persons wishing to apply for Shares to 

inform themselves of, and to observe, all applicable laws and regulations of any relevant jurisdiction. Prospective applicant s for Shares 

should inform themselves as to the legal requirements of so applying, and any applicable exchange control regulations and taxes in the 

countries of their respective citizenship, residence or domicile. 

 

The Shares have not been and will not be registered under the  United States Securities Act of 1933, as amended, or the securities laws of 

any of the states of the United States. The Shares may not be offered, sold or delivered directly or indirectly in the United  States or to or for 

the account or benefit of any U.S. Person. The Fund has not been and will not be registered under the United States Investment Company 

Act of 1940, as amended. 

 

 

Notice to investors in Switzerland 

Société Générale, Paris, Zweigniederlassung Zürich, is the representative and the paying agent for Switzerland. The prospectus and KIIDs, 

the articles of association, together with the annual and semi -annual reports may be obtained free of charge at the representative’s offices, 

50, Talacker, 8011 Zürich, Switzerland. In respect of the Shares distributed in Switzerland, the place of performance and jurisdiction is at 

the registered office of the Representative in Switzerland. Home Jurisdiction of the Sub -Fund: Luxembourg 

 

© 2016 Bank of America Corporation. All rights reserved. 

MLCX Commodity Alpha per formed well in February (up by +3.23%) while the Bloomberg 
Commodities TR Index was down by -1.63%.  
 
The good performance of the strategy was driven mainly by Natural Gas (which contr ibuted 1.58% to 
the strategy) and WTI (+0.86% contr ibution).  
Very few commodities posted a negative curve alpha performance through the month as the only 
draggers were Sugar ( -0.16%) and Heating Oil (- 0.06%).  
 
Natural Gas Curve Alpha was up with prices overal l moving considerably lower through February 
(Natural Gas prices front month contract pr ices fell steadily by -25.54% through the month). As a 
consequence the contango in the front of the curve steepened which lead to the good performance of 
Natural Gas curve alpha ( for example April to July contango moved from $12c to $28c). Nat gas 
inventor ies now stand 2.8% above the 5 years maximum for the same period. So far in this winter we 
only had one draw that was bigger than the 5 year average as the weather turned warm and curbed 
heating demand vir tually across the entire US, especially in December.  
 
Similar s tory on the WTI side. Even if pr ices overall moved higher through the month, the intense built 
in inventor ies through the month led the contango in the front of the curve to s teepen. Focusing on 
inventor ies, the Department of Energy (DOE) reported that Crude stocks built +3% from a month ago 
levels ( total 15.2 mn bbls built this month vs total expectations of 11 mn bbl) and stand at +17% 
above year ago levels. Cushing stocks also built s ignificantly at the end of the month, s tanding now at 
a new record high of 66.3 mn bbls (+30.5% above the 5 years maximum level for the same period 
and +3.2% higher than a month ago levels). We believe inventory levels at Cushing are only few 
million barrels away from maximum capacity.  
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The MLCXAF5 Index is a rule-driven Long - Short commodity Index published on Bloomberg. The 

commodities and respective weights included in the long portfolio (MLCXA01 Index) are the same as the 

ones in the short portfolio (DJUBS Index). The MLCXA01 Index has been designed to optimise the rolling 

returns versus other commodity indices of the same type. Instead of rolling futures contracts in a 

conventional front to second or third month roll schedule over a five-day window, the MLCXA01 rolls with an 

enhanced mechanism that considers roll window and curve placement in order to produce alpha. 

The MLCX Alpha F5 Total Return Index ("MLCXAF5 Index") was designed by BofA ML Commodity 

Research as a broad-based, UCITS IV compliant commodity index providing a market neutral exposure to 

commodity markets. The MLCX Alpha F5 Total Return Index is a Long - Short index replicating the 

outperformance of the MLCXA01 Index over the DJUBS Index on a five times leveraged basis. The 

MLCXAF5 Index is designed to meet the requirements set by the UCITS Directives. Under UCITS IV rules, 

investing in a commodity futures index is permitted as long as each sector component of the index does not 

exceed 20%, although one sector may represent up to 35% of the broad index. 

The MLCXAF5 Index is five times leveraged meaning that its level increases by five times the 

outperformance of the MLCXA01 Index compared to the DJUBS Index and increases by five times the 

underperformance of the MLCXA01 Index compared to the DJUBS Index. Certain share classes have 

reduced participation in the MLCXAF5 Index meaning that these share classes are less than five times 

exposed on a net basis to the MLCXA01 vs DJ UBS strategy. The Fund offers investment opportunities 

through three different share classes (Alpha 1, Alpha 3, Alpha 5), each tracking a Reference Index linked to 

the performance of MLCXAF5 strategy as follows: 

Each of the Reference Indices is calculated on a "total return after costs" basis using : 1) the daily 

performance of the MLCXAF5 Long - Short strategy on an "excess return before cost" basis, 2) multiplied by 

the relevant Participation Level, 3) decreased of the relevant daily roll costs, 4) compounded by the daily 

interest rate. 
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“ Bank of America Merrill Lynch” is the marketing name for global banking and global markets businesses of Bank of America Cor poration. 

Lending, derivatives, and other commercial banking activities are performed globally by banking affiliates of Bank of America Corporation, 

including Bank of America, N.A., member FDIC. Securities, strategic advisory, and other investment banking activities are per formed 

globally by investment banking affiliates of Bank of America Corporation (“ Investment Banking Affiliates” ), including, in the Unites States, 

Bank of America securities LLC and Merrill Lynch, pierce, Fenner & Smith incorporated, which are both registered broker -dealers and 

members of FINRA and SIPC, and in other jurisdictions, locally registered entities. 

Investment products offered by Investment Banking Affiliates: Are Not FDIC Insured * May Lose Value * Are Not Bank 

Guaranteed. 

 

Where this communication constitutes a financial promotio n/marketing communication it is issued and approved for distribution in the UK 

by Merrill Lynch International only to, and directed at, (a) persons who have professional experience in matters relating to investments 

falling within Article 19(1) of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (Financial Promotion) Order 2005 (the "Order") or (b) high net 

worth entities, and other persons to whom it may otherwise lawfully be communicated, falling within Article 49(1) of the Orde r (all such 

persons together being referred to as "relevant persons"). This communication must not be acted on or relied on by persons who are not 

relevant persons. Any investment or investment activity to which this communication relates is only available to relevant per sons and will 

be engaged in only with relevant persons. The UK compensation scheme and rules for the protection of retail clients do not apply  to the 

services provided or products sold by non-UK regulated affiliates. 

 

The information herein was obtained from various sources. We do not guarantee its accuracy. This information is for your private 

information and is for discussion purposes only. A variety of market factors and assumptions may affect this analysis, and th is analysis 

does not reflect all possible loss scenarios. Some products may place your capital at risk; yield figures quoted may not display all the short 

and long term prospects for the investment. There is no certainty that the parameters and assumptions used in this analysis c an be 

duplicated with actual trades. Any historical exchange rates, interest rates or other reference rates or prices which appear above are not 

necessarily indicative of future exchange rates, interest rates, or other reference rates or prices. Neither the information,  recommendations 

or opinions expressed herein constitutes an offer to buy or sell any securities, futures, options, or investment products. For eign currency 

denominated investments is subject to fluctuations in exchange rates that could have a positive or adverse effect on the investor's return. 

Unless otherwise stated, any pricing information in this message is indicative only, is subject to change and is not an offer to deal. Some 

investments or services may have complex charging structures and the firm may receive more than one element of remuneration. Where 

relevant, the price quoted is exclusive of tax and delivery costs. Any reference to the terms of executed transactions should be treated as 

preliminary and subject to our written confirmation. 

 

This information is not a publication of BofA Merrill Lynch Global Research, although a BofA Merrill Lynch Global Research report may be 

referenced as a link or as an attachment hereto. Any summary of BofA Merrill Lynch Global Research is qualified in its entire ty by the views 

of BofA Merrill Lynch Global Research and the specific disclaimers associated with that report. This information is for discussion purposes 

and neither the information nor any opinions expressed constitutes a solicitation by us for the purchase or sale of an y securities or other 

financial instruments. BOFAML and any affiliate may trade for its own accounts in any of the securities of issuers mentioned herein or in 

related investments, or other products, and may also from time to time perform or solicit investment banking or other services for, or from, 

any entity mentioned herein. Prior to undertaking any trade, you should discuss with your professional tax, accounting or oth er adviser how 

such particular trade(s) affect you. All analysis (whether in respect o f tax, accounting, law or of any other nature), should be treated as 

illustrative only and not relied upon as accurate. 

 

Bank of America and its affiliates do not operate as a banking entity in all jurisdictions. Some products and services may no t be available in 

all jurisdictions or to all clients. Where products are not regulated by the FCA, this will be made clear. Bank of America re serves the right to 

monitor electronic communications (subject to and in accordance with local laws). 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS 

Distribution Restrictions 

The Fund(s) may only be offered and distributed to investors in accordance with all relevant local laws and regulations. The distribution of 

brochures and the offering or purchase of Shares may be restricted in certain jurisdictio ns. The brochure does not constitute an offer of or 

invitation or solicitation to subscribe for or acquire any Shares in any jurisdiction. Persons receiving a copy of the brochu re in any 

jurisdiction may not treat the brochure as constituting an offer, invitation or solicitation to them to subscribe for Shares notwithstanding that, 

in the relevant jurisdiction, such an offer, invitation or solicitation could lawfully be made to them without compliance wit h any registration or 

other legal requirement. It is the responsibility of any persons in possession of the brochure and any persons wishing to apply for Shares to 

inform themselves of, and to observe, all applicable laws and regulations of any relevant jurisdiction. Prospective applicant s for Shares 

should inform themselves as to the legal requirements of so applying, and any applicable exchange control regulations and taxes in the 

countries of their respective citizenship, residence or domicile. 

 

The Shares have not been and will not be registered under the  United States Securities Act of 1933, as amended, or the securities laws of 

any of the states of the United States. The Shares may not be offered, sold or delivered directly or indirectly in the United  States or to or for 

the account or benefit of any U.S. Person. The Fund has not been and will not be registered under the United States Investment Company 

Act of 1940, as amended. 

 

 

Notice to investors in Switzerland 

Société Générale, Paris, Zweigniederlassung Zürich, is the representative and the paying agent for Switzerland. The prospectus and KIIDs, 

the articles of association, together with the annual and semi -annual reports may be obtained free of charge at the representative’s offices, 

50, Talacker, 8011 Zürich, Switzerland. In respect of the Shares distributed in Switzerland, the place of performance and jurisdiction is at 

the registered office of the Representative in Switzerland. Home Jurisdiction of the Sub -Fund: Luxembourg 
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MLCX Commodity Alpha per formed well in February (up by +3.23%) while the Bloomberg 
Commodities TR Index was down by -1.63%.  
 
The good performance of the strategy was driven mainly by Natural Gas (which contr ibuted 1.58% to 
the strategy) and WTI (+0.86% contr ibution).  
Very few commodities posted a negative curve alpha performance through the month as the only 
draggers were Sugar ( -0.16%) and Heating Oil (- 0.06%).  
 
Natural Gas Curve Alpha was up with prices overal l moving considerably lower through February 
(Natural Gas prices front month contract pr ices fell steadily by -25.54% through the month). As a 
consequence the contango in the front of the curve steepened which lead to the good performance of 
Natural Gas curve alpha ( for example April to July contango moved from $12c to $28c). Nat gas 
inventor ies now stand 2.8% above the 5 years maximum for the same period. So far in this winter we 
only had one draw that was bigger than the 5 year average as the weather turned warm and curbed 
heating demand vir tually across the entire US, especially in December.  
 
Similar s tory on the WTI side. Even if pr ices overall moved higher through the month, the intense built 
in inventor ies through the month led the contango in the front of the curve to s teepen. Focusing on 
inventor ies, the Department of Energy (DOE) reported that Crude stocks built +3% from a month ago 
levels ( total 15.2 mn bbls built this month vs total expectations of 11 mn bbl) and stand at +17% 
above year ago levels. Cushing stocks also built s ignificantly at the end of the month, s tanding now at 
a new record high of 66.3 mn bbls (+30.5% above the 5 years maximum level for the same period 
and +3.2% higher than a month ago levels). We believe inventory levels at Cushing are only few 
million barrels away from maximum capacity.  
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The MLCXAF5 Index is a rule-driven Long - Short commodity Index published on Bloomberg. The 

commodities and respective weights included in the long portfolio (MLCXA01 Index) are the same as the 

ones in the short portfolio (DJUBS Index). The MLCXA01 Index has been designed to optimise the rolling 

returns versus other commodity indices of the same type. Instead of rolling futures contracts in a 

conventional front to second or third month roll schedule over a five-day window, the MLCXA01 rolls with an 

enhanced mechanism that considers roll window and curve placement in order to produce alpha. 

The MLCX Alpha F5 Total Return Index ("MLCXAF5 Index") was designed by BofA ML Commodity 

Research as a broad-based, UCITS IV compliant commodity index providing a market neutral exposure to 

commodity markets. The MLCX Alpha F5 Total Return Index is a Long - Short index replicating the 

outperformance of the MLCXA01 Index over the DJUBS Index on a five times leveraged basis. The 

MLCXAF5 Index is designed to meet the requirements set by the UCITS Directives. Under UCITS IV rules, 

investing in a commodity futures index is permitted as long as each sector component of the index does not 

exceed 20%, although one sector may represent up to 35% of the broad index. 

The MLCXAF5 Index is five times leveraged meaning that its level increases by five times the 

outperformance of the MLCXA01 Index compared to the DJUBS Index and increases by five times the 

underperformance of the MLCXA01 Index compared to the DJUBS Index. Certain share classes have 

reduced participation in the MLCXAF5 Index meaning that these share classes are less than five times 

exposed on a net basis to the MLCXA01 vs DJ UBS strategy. The Fund offers investment opportunities 

through three different share classes (Alpha 1, Alpha 3, Alpha 5), each tracking a Reference Index linked to 

the performance of MLCXAF5 strategy as follows: 

Each of the Reference Indices is calculated on a "total return after costs" basis using : 1) the daily 

performance of the MLCXAF5 Long - Short strategy on an "excess return before cost" basis, 2) multiplied by 

the relevant Participation Level, 3) decreased of the relevant daily roll costs, 4) compounded by the daily 

interest rate. 
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“ Bank of America Merrill Lynch” is the marketing name for global banking and global markets businesses of Bank of America Cor poration. 

Lending, derivatives, and other commercial banking activities are performed globally by banking affiliates of Bank of America Corporation, 

including Bank of America, N.A., member FDIC. Securities, strategic advisory, and other investment banking activities are per formed 

globally by investment banking affiliates of Bank of America Corporation (“ Investment Banking Affiliates” ), including, in the Unites States, 

Bank of America securities LLC and Merrill Lynch, pierce, Fenner & Smith incorporated, which are both registered broker -dealers and 

members of FINRA and SIPC, and in other jurisdictions, locally registered entities. 

Investment products offered by Investment Banking Affiliates: Are Not FDIC Insured * May Lose Value * Are Not Bank 

Guaranteed. 

 

Where this communication constitutes a financial promotio n/marketing communication it is issued and approved for distribution in the UK 

by Merrill Lynch International only to, and directed at, (a) persons who have professional experience in matters relating to investments 

falling within Article 19(1) of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (Financial Promotion) Order 2005 (the "Order") or (b) high net 

worth entities, and other persons to whom it may otherwise lawfully be communicated, falling within Article 49(1) of the Orde r (all such 

persons together being referred to as "relevant persons"). This communication must not be acted on or relied on by persons who are not 

relevant persons. Any investment or investment activity to which this communication relates is only available to relevant per sons and will 

be engaged in only with relevant persons. The UK compensation scheme and rules for the protection of retail clients do not apply  to the 

services provided or products sold by non-UK regulated affiliates. 

 

The information herein was obtained from various sources. We do not guarantee its accuracy. This information is for your private 

information and is for discussion purposes only. A variety of market factors and assumptions may affect this analysis, and th is analysis 

does not reflect all possible loss scenarios. Some products may place your capital at risk; yield figures quoted may not display all the short 
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MLCX Commodity Alpha per formed well in February (up by +3.23%) while the Bloomberg 
Commodities TR Index was down by -1.63%.  
 
The good performance of the strategy was driven mainly by Natural Gas (which contr ibuted 1.58% to 
the strategy) and WTI (+0.86% contr ibution).  
Very few commodities posted a negative curve alpha performance through the month as the only 
draggers were Sugar ( -0.16%) and Heating Oil (- 0.06%).  
 
Natural Gas Curve Alpha was up with prices overal l moving considerably lower through February 
(Natural Gas prices front month contract pr ices fell steadily by -25.54% through the month). As a 
consequence the contango in the front of the curve steepened which lead to the good performance of 
Natural Gas curve alpha ( for example April to July contango moved from $12c to $28c). Nat gas 
inventor ies now stand 2.8% above the 5 years maximum for the same period. So far in this winter we 
only had one draw that was bigger than the 5 year average as the weather turned warm and curbed 
heating demand vir tually across the entire US, especially in December.  
 
Similar s tory on the WTI side. Even if pr ices overall moved higher through the month, the intense built 
in inventor ies through the month led the contango in the front of the curve to s teepen. Focusing on 
inventor ies, the Department of Energy (DOE) reported that Crude stocks built +3% from a month ago 
levels ( total 15.2 mn bbls built this month vs total expectations of 11 mn bbl) and stand at +17% 
above year ago levels. Cushing stocks also built s ignificantly at the end of the month, s tanding now at 
a new record high of 66.3 mn bbls (+30.5% above the 5 years maximum level for the same period 
and +3.2% higher than a month ago levels). We believe inventory levels at Cushing are only few 
million barrels away from maximum capacity.  


